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CERTIFICATE OF ELIGIBILITY 
 

Question: May I give the family the option of completing the COE via phone or home visit?  

Answer: Yes, you can do COEs via phone. Make sure to be detailed in your eCOE comments section why 

you did a remote COE. You will then need to get a signature as soon as you can.  

 

Question: Are iPads the only option to complete COEs?  

Answer: There are only two options. The first is through an iPad using the eCOE application. The second is 

via paper. Unfortunately, you are not able to use laptops or computers.  

 

FAMILY ELIGIBILITY REVIEW 
 

Question:  Will MSDRs notify me of the FER results?   

Answer: Yes, MSDRS will notify you, your FPD, and Superintendent via email of the results. The email will 

include a formal letter. The letter will also include information on the process to appeal the Eligible with 

Changes or Not Eligible results.  

 

 

IDENTIFICATION AND RECRUITMENT 

LOGS 

 

Question: Do we count the WA-MEP Conference as anID&R activity? 

Answer: Yes, that would be considered a Professional Development and Training  Activity.  

 

Question: What if I want to continue using the excel logs? 

Answer: For the SY 2021-22, you may continue to utilize the excel logs. You will need to scan them and 

email them to Carlos on the due dates. After the SY 2021-22, everyone must submit them via the ID&R Log 

Link.  

 

Question: What if I want to track mileage?  

Answer: We can work to tailor your ID&R Log to fit your needs or those of your MEP program/school 

district.  

 

Question: What about the days I don't work because I am out sick, on vacation, or extended leave?  

Answer: You will need to fill out a log even if you don’t work that week. You can click “No” when asked if 

you conducted ID&R activities that week on the log form.  

 

Question: Where does the form go once I “hit” submit? 

Answer: First, you should also check to receive a copy of your responses before you “hit” submit. Your 

responses will go to Carlos Gonzalez via the Smarrtsheet platform.  
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Question: How will my FPD see my recruiter logs?  

Answer: There are two ways your FPD can see your logs. First, you can forward your FPD a copy of your 

responses email. Second, Carlos will be providing FPDs with monthly reports of the logs.  

 

Question: What are you looking for in the comments section?  

Answer: The comments area is a way for you to communicate anything that I cannot see through the other 

options provided by the ID&R Recruiter Log Form.  

 

 

IDENTIFICATION AND RECRUITMENT 

SCHOOL DISTRICT PLAN 

 

Question:  Who should be on our MEP Contacts Directory?  

Answer: Your contact should only include those individuals or agencies you collaborate with to conduct 

your ID&R Activities.  

 

Questions: Do you provide feedback on our ID&R Plans. 

Answer: Yes, I will review all plans and send the FPD and recruiter(s) feedback. This process is ongoing, so 

please be patient.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


